BUYING GUIDE

BATHROOM GLASS VESSEL SINKS
If you have any product questions, please contact our Customer Support Team at 1.800.775.0703

For more information about Kraus products, please visit our website at www.kraususa.com
WHY KRAUS?

We are committed to quality in everything, from products to packaging to service. Our manufacturing process joins advanced technology with best-in-industry components, rigorous testing, and comprehensive quality control.

Our diverse product portfolio offers a range of choices for design-savvy consumers who want fixtures that create maximum visual impact. We also have options for the budget-conscious consumer, with fixtures that are optimized for easy DIY installation.

The value we provide goes far beyond product quality: with Kraus, you also get reliable service and a customer-friendly experience for the life of your product. Our support team is well versed in every product, and committed to being highly responsive to customer needs. To ensure your complete satisfaction, all Kraus products are also backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

We strive to exceed expectations when it comes to quality, style, and overall experience. When you buy Kraus, you get much more than kitchen and bath fixtures: You get a partner for a lifetime of care. Build your perfect kitchen and bath with Kraus.
Handcrafted by skilled artisans, Kraus glass vessel sinks provide an instant style upgrade for any bathroom in a range of styles: Clear, Frosted, or Multicolor. Select models feature layered patterns and textures. Each beautiful and versatile sink coordinates with a variety of décor styles. All Kraus glass vessel sinks are compatible with all vessel faucet models, including a range of waterfall faucets that feature glass disks in matching colors and patterns. These sinks can also be installed with wall-mount faucets.

**STYLE**
Universal design principles give these sinks style versatility, creating a striking look in a variety of settings, from clean modern spaces to softer transitional environments.

**COLLECTIONS**

**INSTALLATION**
Easy-to-install vessel design frees up counter space. Mounting options include above-counter and semi-recessed. Mounting hardware is included with purchase.

**MAINTENANCE**
The sink surface is polished smooth for easy maintenance, and can simply be wiped clean using a damp cloth.

**COMPATIBILITY**
All Kraus glass vessel sinks are compatible with all vessel faucet models, including a range of waterfall faucets that feature glass disks in matching colors and patterns. These sinks can also be installed with wall-mount faucets.
**Round:** The most popular option for above-counter sinks, this shape creates a simple silhouette that can be used as a sleek focal point in the bathroom. Style versatility makes round vessel sinks easy to coordinate with any kind of décor, from classic to contemporary.

**Square:** The symmetrical silhouette of a square vessel sink makes a bold style statement, with a tapered base to free up additional counter space. This shape complements geometric and softly rounded shapes alike, for a distinctive minimalist look.

**Rectangular:** Our most popular glass sink style, this shape offers a bold stylish look while maximizing basin space. Rectangular vessel sinks have a solid appearance that complements and enhances most décor styles.
KRAUS GLASS VESSEL SINKS
MATERIALS & MANUFACTURING

There are several techniques commonly used to manufacture glass products:

COLD GLASS
Material is shaped at room temperature. Some examples of this technique include: mosaic glass, stained glass, carved glass, and etched glass.

WARM GLASS
Fusing, slumping, and other kiln-forming techniques at temperatures between 1100 and 1700°F.

HOT GLASS
A furnace melts the glass at 2200°F. The hot glass is gathered on the end of a pipe, and formed using an oven at a temperature of around 1200°F, then slowly cooled.

Kraus glass vessel sinks are manufactured from Soda Lime, a versatile material that is used to make what are commonly referred to as “tempered” glass sinks. Most glass sinks offered on the market are made from this material.

Tempered Glass Construction is Scratch & Stain-Resistant
Handcrafted by Skilled Artisans
Designed for Easy Installation
Standard 1.75” Drain Opening
Coordinates with Any Vessel or Wall-Mount Faucet
Kraus vessel sinks are designed for easy above-counter installation, with the option to install semi-recessed for an ultramodern look.

It is important to understand manufacturer requirements for mounting vessel sinks. Some brands require a mounting ring, while some do not. Please note that not all manufacturers include the required mounting hardware with purchase (Kraus does).

Kraus round glass vessel sinks rest on a mounting ring and are secured by a pop up drain (this does not apply to rectangular sinks).

Most vessel sinks require a 1.75" drain opening.
Chrome (CH) can be used to create a polished modern look, or a classically inspired aesthetic. This versatile finish looks great in any bathroom, and can be used to bridge the gap between transitional and modern styles.

Brushed Nickel (BN) and Satin Nickel (SN) are versatile finishes that can add a soft transitional glow or create a unique industrial-chic look. Both of these finishes are particularly popular in transitional bathrooms.

Gold (G) is a high-impact finish that makes it easy to create a luxurious look. It can be used to dress up a sleek, simple bathroom, or to create an elegantly polished look in a monochrome setting.

Oil-Rubbed Bronze (ORB) provides a subtle hint of vintage flair for any style of bathroom, from classic to contemporary. Kraus ORB is a matte, flat black, creating a unique look with a stylish pop of color.
KRAUS WATERFALL VESSEL FAUCETS
COORDINATING GLASS DISKS AND GLASS SINKS

SINGLE-TONE GLASS VESSEL SINKS

GV-100
GV-101
GV-101FR
GV-103
GV-103FR
GV-104
GV-500
GV-900
KRAUS WATERFALL VESSEL FAUCETS
COORDINATING GLASS DISKS AND GLASS SINKS

NATURE SERIES™ GLASS VESSEL SINKS

GV-390  GV-391  GV-392
GV-393  GV-394  GV-395
GV-396  GV-397  GV-398
GV-399  GV-694  GV-695
# KRAUS WATERFALL VESSEL FAUCETS
## COORDINATING GLASS DISKS AND GLASS SINKS

### MULTICOLOR GLASS VESSEL SINKS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GV-200</td>
<td>GV-650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-204</td>
<td>GV-651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-210</td>
<td>GV-680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-570</td>
<td>GV-681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-571</td>
<td>GV-682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-580</td>
<td>GV-683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-684</td>
<td>GV-692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-690</td>
<td>GV-693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV-691</td>
<td>GV-710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>